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ABSTRACT The Internet of Thing (IoT) is one of the most imperative technology for all organizations that’s
play a vital role in many operations, using communication networks, for exchange of data in order to perform
a useful task. However, security of IoT devices and data is a major concern. This research work prioritizes
the alternatives of security authentication features from studied articles. The multi-objective optimization
method based on the ratio analysis (MOORA) is useful in multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) for
ranking the alternatives. The statistical aggregation (SA) method has been used to assign weights to security
authentication features in comparison to entropymethod. In this paper, we identify weights for authentication
features using the proposed SA method. Moreover, we evaluate the accuracy rates of the proposed model
using entropy method. Finally, we ranked out the alternatives of authentication features using the MOORA
approach. In fact, the entropy weight values came against the initial value of the objects in which the accuracy
was 15% which is not suitable to this problem while the accuracy of the SA is 85%. Hence, the accuracy
improvement is approximately 70 % using the SA method. This method is applicable for finding the weights
of the objects based on initial values by MCDM approaches. We study the key security authentication which
is the preserving of confidentiality, integrity, and availability that are the prime objectives for security of an
IoT device. Furthermore, challenges are preserving the selected attributes through any approach, as discussed
in the literature, adds to the complexity of IoT device security. We identify the future challenges to improve
the security of IoT devices.

INDEX TERMS IoT, security requirements, weightage, MOORA, MCDM, entropy method.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things is the merge technology of the internet
and devices linked together connected through the communi-
cation in the network to perform a useful task meet the need
of an organization requirements. Its work for data

Generation or operate the data or information in order to
perform a useful task. The data security is the key term for
IoT devices in the network to be secure from unauthorized
access. The security of the IoT devices have based on the
security authentication features. The present challenge for
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the researcher is to ensure the security of an IoT devices to
confirm the strong security authentication feature that are
most important for IoT devices. IoT became popular based
on Radio frequency identification for cloud computing and
data analysis in the latest embedded universal [1]. There are
numerous obstacles associated with enormous and potential
IoT based on smart devices that has focused on security
concerns, as well as other topics. The control internet security
issues is done by the vulnerabilities of the network that make
unsecure the IoT devices in the communication network [2].

The primary goals of an IoT device security is to ensure
the security of the users privacy, confidentiality to protect an
IoT device and stop the leak of information, as well as to
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ensure the secure availability of the services provided by an
IoT environment [3]. This study provided a new developed
model based on multi criteria decision making approach that
allows for an accurate assessment of the threats to funda-
mental data infrastructures [4]. Features weight of alternative
for many MCDM mostly faced to the problems in which
some time used the aggregation process to find its weight.
The criteria’s and its weightages are playing a vital role for
overall preferencemeasuring of alternatives. These ‘objective
weighting methods’ and ‘subjective weighting methods are
weighting methods [5]. Weights are determined by decision-
makers’ preferences, whereas objective weighting methods
use mathematical calculations to determine the weights, and
the decision-makers have no part in deciding the relative
significance of criteria [6]. Subjective weighing methods
are used to determine the criteria for decision-makers’ pref-
erences dictate weights, but objective weighting systems
employ mathematically based methods to compute weights.
The decision-makers have no say in determining the relative
importance of criteria [7].

The clearer explanation of the process acquisition of
the objects weighing approaches, by the objectives weight-
ing mechanism is not very well and ignores the decision
maker’s subjective assessment of the information [8]. Rank-
ing approach used to find out the ranking of authentication
features base on weight value of the objects to point out
the strong security authentication features for an IoT device.
The popular objective weightingmethods have also discussed
to a little bit complicate one. When there are quite a few
of alternative (may be over 100) containing some criteria’s
(objectives), the objectives weighting methods could gain the
great advantage in term of computational efficiency.

The statistical aggregation (SA) method is the calculation
of weight distribution among the object according to its initial
values based on statistical formulas. This method has used to
assign the weight to the objects for MCDM approach.

The security authentication features have retrieved from
related study for prioritization. Selected articles have based
on IoT security problem to collect the security authentication
features out of population that contains some important secu-
rity authentication features. The main contributions in this
paper are:

• Identify the weights for authentication features using the
proposed SA method. Also, evaluate the accuracy rates
of the proposed model using entropy method.

• Ranked out the alternatives of authentication features
using MOORA approach; and

• Using the literature as an evidence, identify the future
challenges to improve the security of IoT devices.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
literature review; section III has detailed the methodology
and contribution of the proposed research work. Observations
are listed in section IV. Section V explains the analysis and
finding of this research work performed on the accumu-
lated relevant articles. It also outlined the results and future

recommendation of this research work. Finally, the conclu-
sions along with future work are discussed in section VI.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Data protection can be done by the secure addressing and
manual authentication (SAMA) protocols which is the key
requirement for authentication and access control. It was
great research for the better performance of an IoT and net-
work security to protect the devices from unauthentic users.
It uses to scan the devices to detect the unauthorized access
with the help of addressing and identification methods to pro-
vide a secure the communication path between the clients and
server. The protection of the system against the unauthorized
access that try to hack the systemwith the help of the different
tools and logics. It has based on automatic validation of inter-
net security protocols and applications are (AVISPA) tool and
burrows–abadi–needham (BAN) logic respectively [9].

The uses of secure communication media for IoT based
devices in the medical field with radio media access control
protocols are secure for communication and authentication.
Some other protocols for reliable communication in order
to authenticate the user for secure communication between
the patients and doctors. Furthermore, the lightweight three
factor authentication access control and ownership LACO
was able to overcome the security flaws in the contempo-
rary situation. The authentication protocols proposed for the
e-health system, but it was still vulnerable for tracing, discon-
nection, denial of service (DOS), and internal attacks [10].
The ZigBee technique is used for IoT devices authentication
to make secure the exchange of data among devices in IoT
to generate a session key to share with a trusted device the
connected devices in the communication network. Two types
of analyses were used is formal and informal using BAN logic
and application Tool Kit in the protection of IoT devices in the
entire network. It has to find the vulnerability and generate
an action against the hackers [11]. On the base of distributed
ledger technology and artificial intelligence (AI) connected to
health care that used to find out the vulnerability in IoT device
communication in order to protect the IoT device based on
those vulnerabilities in the legacy system. It has used to find
the problems in the cloud sever related security of an IoT
device to fix it through AI. The security can be strong by the
security challenges to make the system more secure [12].

Wireless body area networks (WBAN) are precious net-
works for attacker detection through fast sensitive sensors in
the health care side WBAN has used to protect the system
from unauthorized access. Security and its solution are the
big challenges from last years. Sensor network is most useful
network for an IoT device security authentication and protec-
tion schemes in health care also protect it from unauthorized
entities in online search [13]. IoT is most essential for our
daily life for any information exchange process in the modern
era of information technology. The IoT devices connectivity
plays a vital role in each and every field of our life in the
extension of computing. It tenses to decentralized security
which is a difficult task in cloud computing here it discussed
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the fog computing architecture to find out the authentication
problems. This framework of an IoT device authentication is
very useful in health care system IoT [14].

A vehicular Ad hoc network (VA NET) is very important
for a safe life in the modern-days because of traffic conges-
tion. Due to the large transmission of data in value added
network VAN, it becomes difficult to handle the security’s
issues. The cure technique is cryptography technique which
is based on key technique provide a key session, public, and
code for the message this scheme also called mac based
authentication. It is also uses the technique of lightweight
authentication to secures the system by biological also protect
the vehicle from the malicious attacks [15]. The security of
an IoT device plays a vital role in a communication net-
work. On the basis of multi-factor authentication security a
system perform remotely biometric authentication and key
generation technique to make secure the IoT service. Formal
security can be performed by using theVISPA tool that ensure
the security against the multi threats in which the XOR and
hash operation is useful because of less expensive [16].

RFID technology enables in IoT components for physical
connection to keep a check on security and privacy issues.
It is an efficient and reliable scheme of authentication to
encrypt the data for the purpose of protection of privacy.
Security authentication protocols used to protect the IoT
communication against main in the middle (MIM) like resyn-
chronization, relay, and tracing using different methods in
which the BAN logic is the most suitable for this kind of
protection [17]. It works on robust secure the IoT device
operations on the base of cryptographic username and pass-
word scheme. The holistic views into the app in the middle
of IoT the device architecture for the achievement of security
goals needs base on authentication for resistance the un forge
ability in the response of attack. The different scenarios indi-
cates the token generation method for security goals and rule
explanation [18].

In the distributed network the data comes from differ-
ent places mostly cloud base data storage through networks
which is difficult to keep secure due to unlimited boundary
and geographical limitation. The centralized database is not
secure because of easy-open attack of multi-user access.
A Lightweight IoT device can be secure due to limited stor-
age. The present study is between the smart city and IoT
devices on the basis of IoT technology environment strength
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) has high-
lighted. Other block chain applications like bitcoin cryptocur-
rency are used in it that need security challenges. This work is
on decentralization to enhance the security based on frame-
work dated by security features as needed for security. The
effective combination of IoT device is to provide the secure
services which are the basically security requirements [19].

The block chain technology provides distributed and
scalable continue solution-based authentication called con-
tinuous authentication architecture based block chain (CAB)
for IoT devices. It is a machine learning model based on
face recognition that is used for authentication of outlier

and abnormal users. It is a secure communication between
the authenticated nodes for the achievement of security per-
formance using lightweight authentication. The evaluation
of IoT device is a good consideration of security from
attack [20]. A CPS ensures the security for IoT components
in term of its flexibility and possibilities. The integration
components may be software or hardware based on the
achievement of IoT device security challenges. The security
requirements are the collections extend the existing ecosys-
tem framework in the existence of IoT device security [21].

IoT base component are composed of entities in the net-
work connected through communication links in order to
exchange the data. Each and every device as IoT has assigned
two types of address one is called physical address or MAC
address and the other is a called logical or IP address used to
resolve the physical address for authentication. CPS is use to
coordinate the communication of an IoT device with its ser-
vices devices that are connected through internet. The cloud
network monitor communication to allow only the external
users whose are authorize. In the real-time data access from
IoT devices.

The components like sensors in the cloud computing
request to hide the query from user to control the access of
data based by establishing an authentication access link in
cloud computing for big data. It discuss the security issues,
network threats, and security requirement as future challenge.
The authentication scheme and IT component basis on big
data security protocols [22]. In this era the 5th and 6th gen-
eration internet is for long term faced with great security
challenges based on machine learning and artificial intelli-
gent in order to provide high speed secure network in which
authentication, encryption, and the access control are the
major concerns. In the advance network required high secu-
rity address the strong security authentication features [23].

The above twenty security authentication features for IoT
device that has selected from the above literature as shown
in Figure 1.Thease security authentication features can used
by the IoT devices for strong security of data according to
the requirement the organization. These are the important
security authentication features some of these are very essen-
tial for a IoT devices security as basic requirement that are
most important for an IoT device which are common in many
devices that are important and basic security requirement.

Themain purpose is to priorities these security feature base
on its importance and requirements.

III. METHODOLOGY
Previous study has highlighted the common security authen-
tication features that has selected from the large numbers of
articles out of papulation inwhich fifteen articles are finalized
which are the most relevant to this problem. The selected arti-
cles contain some important security authentication feature
discussed in the literatures cited articles that are substitute the
name as alternative denoted by A in order to best selection
of an alternative that contains strong security authentication
features. The alternatives required to categorize in ranking
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FIGURE 1. Features base security assessment.

form using the different approaches such that entropy and SA
approach. These approaches are used to assign the weight to
the objects (features). TheMOORA approach is using to rank
out the alternatives.

The following algorithm represents the flow of work:

• Relevant article selection from papulation.
• Alias to the features by F1 to F20 and articles by A1 to
A15.

• Count the same features in number of articles.
• SA and entropy method used to the assign weight
• Rank out the alternatives.

The above Figure 2 represents the process of this research
work in order to identify the security authentication features
for an IoT device. The main contribution is in this work is
to prioritize the security authentication features based on its
requirements using SA, entropy and MOORA approaches.
The first step is consist of previous study in second step
is the selection of relevant articles in third step we search
for the strong authentication features. The value of a feature
is consist of maximum number of usability of that security
feature in articles. The initial value is the count number of a
same authentication feature in number of multi articles. The
entropy approach is one of the old method while the SA is a
propose approach used for features weight calculation. The
last step is to identify the ranking of the alternative that has
most essential security authentication features.

A. ENTROPY METHOD STEPS FOR SECURITY
AUTHENTICATION FEATURES WEIGHT
The entropy method is use to assign the weight to the objects
based on initial values. According to information theory,

FIGURE 2. Security features based ranking.

the smaller the information entropy of the alternative is, the
greater the amount of information the alternative provides,
and the greater importance of the alternatives. This implies
that attribute of which the information entropy performs rel-
atively low gets a higher weight [24].
Step 1:

X = xij =

 xij · · · xin
...

...
...

xm1 · · · xmn

 (1)

In this step the data can be written in matrix form consists
of some rows and columns’ X represent the total matrix
where ‘i’ represents the number of rows and ‘j’ represents
the number of columns.
Step 2:

ej = −h
m∑
i=1

rij ln rij (2)

where j = 1, 2, 3 . . . n,

h =
1

ln(m)
(3)

where m is the total numbers of alternatives

rij =
xij
m∑
i=1

xij

(4)

To calculate ej value for equation (5) where h is the height
calculate by equation. (3) and rij calculated by equation (4) to
complete the equation (5).
Step 3: This step has the equation (5) that is used to cal-

culate the weight value of the security authentication features
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which is represented by Wj.

wj =
1− ej

n∑
j=1

(1− ej)
(5)

where j = 1, 2, 3 . . . n
In the Eq. (5) wj represent the weightage of the objects

where ej is the entropy value and (1-ej) is the degree of
diversification as described in [25] and [26].

B. SA METHOD FOR SECURITY AUTHENTICATION
FEATURES WEIGHT (AS PROPOSED METHOD)
The use of this method is to find out the weight of an object
on the base initial parameter.

The initial value can be write in the matrix form.
Step 1:

X = xij =

 xij · · · xin
...

...
...

xm1 · · · xmn

 (6)

In the above equation of the matrix represents the basic values
for weight calculation. It represents the data in tabular form
in order to find out the weight of an object.
Step 2: The feature average value is (ai)
It used to find out of the average value of a feature as shown

in below equation

λ11+ λ12 . . . λ1n)/n = a1,

(λ21+ λ22 . . . λ2n)/n = a2.... . . .

× ((λm1+ λm2 . . . λmn)/n = ai

where n is the last counting number in rows and columns

Total (t) =
∑i=i

i=1
(ai) (7)

where ‘t’ represents the sum of average values of the features

Wj = (ai) ∗
(
1
t

)
(8)

To verify eq.8
∑j=n

j=1(Wj) = 1
Where i and j = 1, 2, 3 . . . , n
It is the aggregate base weight distribution among the

objects in percent based of initial value. The total combina-
tion of features weight is 100%=1 the weight calculation will
according to the feature values’t’ is the sum of average values
of a feature.

Hence 1 (100%) is the total weight for distribution among
the objects according to (ai) values.

The ai is average number of feature occurring in overall
final selected papers based on final selection criteria’s.

C. MOORA METHOD FOR ALTERNATIVES RANKING
This method is used to optimize the multi objectives on the
basis of ratio analysis. This method consists of 3 steps to
optimize the objectives.

Step 1: The value of objective can write in the matrix form

i.e. X = xij =

 xij · · · xin
...

...
...

xm1 · · · xmn

 (9)

In this equation the data must be in the rows and columns
form for calculation. In the Eq. (9) ‘i’ represents the number
of rows and ‘j’ represents the number of columns.
Step 2: Evaluate the equation

X∗ij =
x√∑m
i=1 x

2
ij

(10)

Step 3: To calculate the final result in ranking form is to
obtain the final result.

(Beneficial attributes – Non-beneficial attribute)

Y ∗i =
∑g

j=1
wjX∗ij −

∑n

j=g+1
wjX∗ij (11)

D. FEATURES USABILITY-BASED INITIAL VALUE
IDENTIFICATION
In the following Figure 1 the security authentication features
of the alternatives have written taken from the final relevant
article highlighted in the literature. The initial vale of a feature
is the count number of a security authentication features in
overall articles. The availability of same feature in number of
articles is to note with it citation. The calculation of weight
is depending upon count number of feature availability in
multiple articles as discussed before. Final selected numbers
of articles is fifteen. Total number feature: TF=Twenty.

V j =
NF
TF

(12)

where vj is the values, NF is the number of repeated feature
in the total alternatives and tf is the total number of features
(object) in multiple articles.

The twenty security authentication features has taken from
fifteen alternatives to better identify the strong security
authentication features. The features has represented by F
and the Alternatives has represented by A. the Alternatives
has started from A1 to A15 and the features has started
from F1 to F20.The alternatives has been representing the
cited article containing some IoT security authentication
features. The features are Integrity (F1), Scalability (F2),
Confidentiality (F3), Availability (F4), Privacy (F5), Authen-
tication (F6), Reliability (F7), Attack resistance (F8). Non
Repudiation (F9), Authorization (F10),Mobility (F1), Access
control (F12), Unbrace ability (F13), Sensors (F14), Account-
ability (F15), Anonymity (F16), Trust (F17), Secrecy (F18),
Unforgeability (F19), Unlink-ability (F20).

In the discussion of the Table 1 contain twenty security
authentication features from F1 to F20 and taken from the
articles from A1 to A15 in which it shows that F1 integrity
available in availed in All the articles except A8, A9, A10 that
are in 12 articles shown in the No. of F mean feature column
and so on. . . . The values are calculate as to divide no of F by
T (total number of articles that is fifteen) so on. . .
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TABLE 1. IoT authentication features in the alternatives.

On the basis of repetition the most repeated Security
authentication feature in many articles are Integrity in 12 arti-
cles,confidentiality in 13 articles availability in 13 article for
authentication which is in 12 articles others are not above
then 6 articles. The Finally selected article has selected from
one 3000 article using 4 different databases and publishers
in which IEEE Explore,Elsevier,Springer,Wiley,Tayler and
Frances are in the top. The above features represents that
the first priority of the article must be contains confidential-
ity, integrity and availability with authentication features for
security authentication of an IoT device.

So the value of feature can be considered the value column
from the above Table 1 it is the initial value for wait calcula-
tion and further calculation for ranking.

E. ALTERNATIVE SELECTION AND WEIGHT CALCULATION
From the above literature has discussed articles consists of
important security authentication features as feature set of the
alternatives. If all the features of an alternatives ‘Ai‘ are avail-
able in the alternative ‘Aj’ then the selection of an alternative
can be done by the union subset of authentication features and
super set of authentication features of the alternatives.

If Ai ⊆ Aj, then Ai U Aj = Aj (q)

To select Aj, where ‘i’ and ‘j’ = 1,2,3. . . 15

The alternative Aj is the supper set while Ai is the sub
set alternative of the authentication features. The subset alter-
natives are eliminated by superset alternatives to choose the
superset instead of subset alternatives. SA and entropy meth-
ods have used to find out the weight of features for ranking
the alternatives using MOORA approach. From the above
Table 1 to eliminate the common or subset alternatives of

the features is address the alternatives minimization in order
better optimization.

To evaluate the Eq. (q) in order to eliminate the useless
alternative of the subset of authentication of the features the
main purpose of the elimination of these alternative to make
decrease in the number of alternative for better selection of
an alternative that contain important security authentication
features because in the availability of super set of security
authentication features it does not need to compare the subject
in the competition of the others alternatives.

superset features of alternatives out of total Alternatives
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, A11, A12, A13,
A14, A15.To normalize and eliminate subset alternatives if
A15 and A13 ⊆ A14, A12 ⊆ A 11, A9 ⊆ A 11.
The subset alternatives are A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6,

A7, A8, A10, A11, and A14. It represents all alternatives
from the total alternatives that contains the subset of security
authentication features. If all the features of the alternative
A15 and A13 are available in the alternative A14 and the
features of alternative A12 and A9 are available in alternative
A11 Then it will better to take super set alternatives A14
and A11 of the features instead of comparison of all the
alternatives. The selected alternatives of features are shown
in the below table in which some of these alternative has
distinct security authentication features in order to calculate
the features weightages of these features by SA method with
the comparison of entropy method.

To calculate the weightage of feature after then the cal-
culation of the average value (ai) as shown in Table 2. The
average calculated values a feature multiply with where 1∑

ai

where
∑
ai is the sum of average values for equal distribution

of weigh among total according to its initial values. Using
Eq. (7) we calculate the weight of object to the Eq. (7) in
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TABLE 2. Selected alternatives that contains superset of features.

TABLE 3. Objects weight comparison.

Eq. (8) for IoT security authentication features weight Wj.
The Eq. (8) Wj represents the weight of an object where ai is
the average value and t is the sum of the average values which
is the aggregate value of an object on the basis of initial values
of security feature.

The weight of the IoT security authentication features rep-
resent their importance. In the consequences of this method
the values of the authentication features are not against the
initial value of security authentication feature where the max-
imum value feature performs themain function in the security
which is most valuable and high weighted that are mostly
used in many systems. SA is one of the good statistical
distribution of weight among the authentication features.

F. ENTROPY AND SA METHOD COMPARISON
The below both Table 3 represent the weightages of the
authentication features calculated based on availability in the

The above Table 3 describes the differences between fea-
ture’s weightages obtained by SA and entropy approaches

FIGURE 3. Features value obtained by both methods.

to evaluate the data have taken from the same Table 1. The
ranking is the basis on the initial value of the weightage which
should be corresponding to the initial values according to its
importance and requirement.

The accuracy of the result is depend upon the weight
of the security authentication features that provide the base
for calculation of alternatives in order to prioritization. The
blue plotted points represents the basic value of s feature,
red represented the entropy Wight and green represented the
propose method. The weight corresponding to the in input
value,SA is from F1 to F17 is 17 and Entropy is from 17 to
20 is 3.Inorder to identify the accuracy of the weigh value
against the initial vale to convert it into percentage entropy
show 3 out of twenty and SA show 17 out of twenty.

Table 4 represents the initial for ranking using MOORA
approach same to Table 2 that has used for weightage calcu-
lation using entropy and SA approach.

G. MOORA APPROACH FOR ALTERNATIVES RANKING
BASED ON SECURITY AUTHENTICATION FEATURES
It represents a newly created model based on coordinated
MCDM methodologies for accurately assessing risks to crit-
ical data infrastructures. The selection of fifteen articles has
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TABLE 4. Eq.(a) calculate to get eq. (10).

finalized from huge number of publications that are relevant
to IoT devices testing and contains the security highlights.
The dynamic interaction, it is a vital for the alternatives to
pick the best choice based on the benefits of the target colli-
sion and the expectations of the leaders. Multi-target devel-
opment methodologies may be able to meet this potential the
defined steps are predefined [27], [28].
Step 1: The MOORA technique begins with the building

of a problem-solving matrix as shown in Table.4. The criteria
(objects) and alternatives are listed in the decision matrix’s
columns and rows, respectively. The decision matrix shows
how several options in terms of certain criteria as Eq. (9)
Step 2: Each alternative’s performance value on a criterion

is calculated by comparing it to the other alternative’s per-
formance on that criterion as Eq. (10). In order to solve the
formula in to two sections for simplicity

zi =

√∑m

i=1
x2ij (13)

It’s easy to solve the problem to calculate the denominator to
apply Eq. (11).

Zi obtained from Eq. (11) Shown in Table 5 to find out the
value of zi by the calculated normalized values of security
authentication feature of the alternatives.

In the result of zi value from the above Table 5 to put in the
Eq. (10) to get the normalized value of security authentication
features in order to its ranking calculation.

To get Eq. (10), divide xij by zi have taken from Table 5
to get the normalize value of the feature of alternatives. For
non-beneficial criteria are subtracted from the sums for bene-
ficial in this formula, g and (n− g) are the number of criteria
to be maximized and minimized, respectively. Sometimes,
decision makers want to give more importance to a criterion
considering the weights of criteria.

H. NORMALIZATION OF THE MATRIX VALUES
To normalize the Table 5 for further rank calculation. The
Table 6 Contains the initialized values as in the form ofmatrix
as shown in Eq. (9).
X∗ij Between [0,1] is a dimensionless number and the nor-

malization activity of ith alternative on jth criteria as As

shown in the Table 6. The number of alternatives are fifteen
and number of security authentication features are twenty.

We are supposed to factorize the Eq. (10) as Eq. (a) then
we can get the calculated value. The beneficial attributes from
beneficial attribute. the alternative in descending order of
y∗iyi∗ values. High value of wjX∗ij for an alternative gives the
higher rank out than the others. In this situation,
Step 3: Normalized performance values of beneficial cri-

teria are added and add non-beneficial criteria. Finally, the
sums for non-beneficial criteria are subtracted from the sums
for beneficial criteria as seen Eq. (11). The result is the overall
performance score of each alternative(Y ∗i ).
Step 4: Finally, ranked all out of the alternatives using

Table 7 we multiplied the weight vale of authentication fea-
tures to vale of Xij from Table 3.
Step 4: Finally, ranked all the alternative in descending

order of y∗iyi∗ values. High value of y∗iyi∗ for an alternative
gives the higher rank out of all the alternative. Obtaining the
ranking of the alternatives using MOORA method. Native.
Obtaining the ranking of the

Y ∗i =
∑g

j=1
wjX∗ij −

∑n

j=g+1
wjX∗ij (14)

Alternatives using MOORA method. Criteria as seen
Eq. (11). The result is the overall performance score of each
alternative (Y ∗i ).
In this formula, g and (n − g) are the number of criteria

to be maximized and minimized, respectively. Sometimes,
decision makers want to give more importance to a criterion

In this formula, g and (n − g) are the number of criteria.
This situation, Eq. (11) is reformulated by the weights of

criteria. Here we have non-beneficial attributes are zero such
that∑n

j=g+1 wjX
∗

ij = 0 Put in Eq. (11) to get the result as below

Y ∗i =
∑g

j=1
wjX∗ij (15)

To apply the Eq. (15) in which all the features are act as
beneficial for the IoT devices security where non beneficial
attribute has not discussed in the Table 7 after the calculation
of Eq. (15) in Table 7 to get Table 8 in which all the feature are
in ranking based on its weightage obtained by two different
methods inwhich SA is as proposedmethodwhile the entropy
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TABLE 5. Feature’s value of alternative.

TABLE 6. Calculation of X∗ij for eq. (10).

TABLE 7. Weight multiplication with eq. (10) to get eq. (11).

is an old method has used for objects weights calculation
based on initial values. The initial values has been calculate
by the both methods using Table 1. In the Table 8 shows
the ranking of the alternatives (articles) to compare the both
results obtained by Entropy and SA weighting methods.

The article have highlighted in literature section. In order
to achieve the satisfactory result under the implementation of
both results.

In the above Table 9 analyzed the articles approached for
strong security with some security authentication features
based on strong protection mechanism as mentioned with
their ranking obtained by statistical analysis. The collected
security authentication features have taken from articles high-
lighted in the literature review in order to selection of strong
security authentication features. The different techniques,
mechanism, security authentication protocols, logic and tools

TABLE 8. Ranks obtained by both approaches.

have applied for prevention the unauthorized access to miti-
gate the security risk which was a big challenge for future
IoT security. The ranking of the alternatives of authentication
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TABLE 9. Articles With their security issues protocol,techniques,logic, and scheme with their ranking positions.
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TABLE 9. (Continued.) Articles With their security issues protocol,techniques,logic, and scheme with their ranking positions.

features has found by the MOORA approach and the entropy
and SA methods has been used to assign the weight to the
features. The last ranking position obtained by the SA is in the
first position of ranking obtained by entropyweight approach.
The limitation was of entropy method that the less parameter
value weight is high than the high value of feature. In the
first position in ranking selected alternative hasmost essential
security authentication features for an IoT devices security.
The above analysis has great idea for the future direction on
the basis of some gaps as a future challenge for a researcher.

Most security authentication features are common in the
above table that shows it important in IoT devices and another
column has used some common protocols address the IoT
security.

IV. OBSERVATIONS
This section analyzes the selected citations with important
security features, attacks, applied security risk mitigation
protocols, technologies, logic, and schemes with its ranking.

The collected security authentication features have taken
from articles highlighted in the literature review in order
to select of strong security authentication features. Differ-
ent techniques, mechanism, security authentication protocols,
logic and tools have applied to prevent the unauthorized
access to mitigate the security risk which was a big chal-
lenge for current IoT security. The ranking of the alternatives
of authentication features has found by MOORA approach

where the entropy and SA methods has used to assign the
weight to the features. The first ranking position obtained by
entropy is in the last position in the SA wastage approaches.
In this case the entropy method is unsuccessful because the
maximum value thing must be maximum in weight where
over here the value weight was high by the low initial value
of feature. In the first position in ranking selected alternative
has most essential security authentication features for an IoT
devices security.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the entropy method the weight of an object came against
the object initial value in which the minimum initial values
of features give us maximum values of a feature. In this
case the weight value of features affects the resulted values
for ranking of the alternatives. In the entropy method the
value of unimportant features combination exceeded then the
value of important features combination where the proposed
method is applicable for weigh determination of an objects
for MCDM approach for prioritization of alternatives on the
basis of initial values. The initial value can be obtained by
prescribed way based on requirement in previous study.

From Figure 3. We observed the values in the perception
of accuracy in which the initial value shows the accuracy
line the value obtained by statistical aggregation method and
the Statistical aggregation method relation in the term of
accuracy.
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FIGURE 4. Show the obtained values accuracy.

SA method =1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17.
From 1 to 17 point are in the matching with the accuracy

line hence we have in the relation ‘r’ =17 numbers out of 20
Symbolic representation of the Statistical aggregation

method Accuracy is ‘SAC’.

SAC = 17×
100
20
= 85% (16)

Based on entropy method reaction in the term of accuracy
Entropy method = 18, 19, 20.
From 17 to 20 point are in the matching with the accuracy

line hence we have in the relation ‘r’ =3 numbers out of 20
Symbolic representation of the entropy Method SA Accu-

racy is ‘EAC’.

Accuracy = 3×
100
20
= 15% (17)

The propose method shows the height accuracy in the
security authentication perfective to parities the authentica-
tion features based on its requirements and availability high-
lighted in Figure 4.

On the basis of the Eq. (15) and Eq. (15) in the consequence
the imprudent in the accuracy is

SAC – EAC = 85% -15%
SAC – EAC = 70%
The weight must be corresponding to the initial values

of objects with respect their importance such that their use
ability in multi article as basic requirement of security for IoT
devices authentication. The MCDM approach is most helpful
for the selection of alternative from large number of alterna-
tives. The consequences of both methods can examine from
the above final ranking Tables 8 in which the positions of
alternatives obtained by both methods are distinct while some
are same due to the reason of confliction in weight values that
has obtained by bothmethods. The below Figure .4 represents
the ranking value differences.

The selected alternative (A11) is in the first position that
contains some important security authentication feature that
are most crucial for most IoT devices security.

FIGURE 5. Value based comparison of results obtained by both object
weighting methods.

FIGURE 6. IoT device authentication.

Most common authentication features from selected arti-
cles The selected article was based on security authentication
features by MOORA approach. In the top-ranking alternative
contains confidentiality integrity authentication availability,
non-repudiation authorization scalability. The access control,
mobility in which confidentiality, integrity, and availability
are most essential authentication features for IoT device secu-
rity. Confidentiality grants an object authorization to access
information. The data can only access by authorized users.

This is allow the authentication to confirm the validity of
an item in which it does not refuse to reveal personally iden-
tifiable information for the purposes of verification. Integrity
is the consistency of data in which it is ensure that the
given data and information are accurate or not. The changing
information in middle between to objects the middle entity
read and alter the information or change the destination are
security threads concerns to the security loss. Availability is
the allocation of services to the

User in need of any time and everywhere accordingly. It is
the availability of service in IoT objects. Strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) of block chain
technology used to decentralize the storage database which is
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multi point security that is close to attack instead of centralize
database which was open to attack because of multi point
security control. The first three feature in the above study are
confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) that are most
important features for IoT device security as three sides of a
perfect triangle of CIA.

The above figure represents the strong IoT security system
in which user can not directly access the IoT devices the
third party in the middle is responsible for secure communi-
cation to ensure the user authenticity. The service availability
is depending upon the type of the user for that he/she are
authorized.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the emergence of IoT-based applications and devices the
security vulnerability is considered as a key concern nowa-
days. The researchers around the world has suggested the
diverse approaches to fix these issues and trying to protect
it from unauthorized access based on strong authentication
features. This work has addressed to key concern by present-
ing a statistical aggregation as proposed method which is a
simple, easy and short method as compared to others. In the
result the accuracy of the proposed method is 85 % where
in the perspective of my problem the accuracy of entropy
method was 15% which was mostly in another direction the
assigned weight to the were against to the initial values. The
accuracy improvement rate is 70%. This method is suitable
for MCDM for the selection of the best alternative of objects.
The alternatives have ranked out on the basis of MOORA
method.

The high ranked alternatives contain crucial secu-
rity authentication features are Integrity, confidentiality,
availability, authentication, scalability, authorization, non-
repudiation, mobility, access control, and privacy concern
to the security authentication problems. The identified chal-
lenges for an IoT based device security to protect the device
against the DoS attack based on SWOT of block chain
technology has concerned to selected article. Some other
protocols like SAMA, scheme, ZigBee technology, and Ban
logic are also valuable for strong security authentication
features in the terms of important IoT device-based security
authentication challenges.

Furthermore, challenges are in the improvement of authen-
tication protocols for IoT devices security against any kind of
threats. The protection of an IoT devices is address to current
challenges such as DoS Attacks handling using intrusion
detection system to preserve the confidentiality, integrity,
and availability. Our evaluation suggests that the proposed
scheme is approximately 70% more secure by the identifi-
cation of security authentication features than the existing
Entropy method.
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